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Version 8.9.70.160 
The following is the improvements and fixes list for the above mentioned version: 

Type Description 

Improvement Enforce Safe Looping: This new feature, which is now available in the State Machine and 
While Loop activities, allows the designer to specify if the loop cycles would rely on the 
workflow timer job or not. If this feature is enabled, each loop cycle will wait for the 
workflow timer job to execute which would take 5 minutes (default) or more. This would 
prevent the system from entering an infinite loop state and severely affect the system. 
On the other hand, disabling this feature will execute the entire loop cycles very fast. The 
decision of disabling this feature or not is up to the designer and the workflow design. 
 

 
 

 
 

Improvement Workflow Initiation Form: The workflow initiation form can now work with users having 
only contribute permission on the list that the workflow and the form is published on. 
Previously, the “Edit” permission was a requirement to enable running the workflow 
initiation form. 

Improvement New functions to convert null/empty value: A new functions have been added to 
Convert a Null value returned from an item field or workflow variable to any specified 
value.  
 
Example:  
$func-EmptyToValue($WFItemFields(number), 0)     Result:0  
$func-EmptyToValue($WFvariables(string), "No Value")     Result: No Value'  
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Improvement Improvement on the condition part: The condition part in all activities that have it will 
now work with null value returned from a column of type “Number”, it will convert it 
internally to zero by default, to prevent having an error in the workflow when executed. 

Improvement Groups are now supported by the task reminder feature: The tasks reminder feature is 
now supporting sending reminders to SharePoint Groups. A reminder email will be sent 
to each user in the group. 

Fix An issue has been identified when you trying to set a value to the “Name” column using 
the Set Field Value and Update Item Activities. The “Name” column did not appear in the 
columns list in the activities settings dialogs. 

Fix An issue has been identified when selecting/enabling the Timeout feature then selecting 
the Escalation feature. Both features appear in the same dialog/tab, which confuses the 
designer. 

Fix An issue has been identified when editing and publishing a workflow that has a State 
Machine activity and there are instances still running, these instances seems to be ended 
by the workflow timer job. In this case, it is recommended to disable the “Enforce Safe 
Looping” on the activity settings. 

Fix An issue has been identified when the user/admin try to take an action on a task(s) using 
the central Tasks Management page.  

Fix An issue has been identified when taking an action on a (all) tasks using the Central Tasks 
Management page. The selected tasks keeps showing in the tasks list. 

Fix An issue has been identified when using the Auto-Delegate Tasks feature. It did not work 
on the latest release because a specific hotfix affected its internal process. 

Fix An issue has been identified when creating four or more branches in a parallel activity 
and deleting the second and third branches. The fourth branches became unstable when 
ignored by the workflow when published. 

Fix An issue has been identified in the Timeout email reminder feature of the Request 
Approval, Request Review and Custom Request activities. The reminder email had not 
been sent to the “Assigned To” user. 

Fix An issue has been identified in entire SharePoint workflow engine when installing 
Microsoft SharePoint latest Service Packs. 
Users started to see the following error when running their workflows: 

 Failed to run workflow  

 Failed to start workflow 

 This error show up when publishing a workflow having a request for 
approval/review or custom activities: 
CompilerError Line="0" Column="0" Text="Type 
System.Workflow.Activities.ExecutionType, System.Workflow.Activities, 
Version=4.0.0.0, Culture=neutral, PublicKeyToken=31bf3856ad364e35 is not 
marked as authorized in the application  
configuration file." /  

 
This issue is not related directly to SPARK Workflow solution, as these service packs 
seems to remove important lines in the “web.config” file of the SharePoint web 
application. 
 
We have applied a fix for it in our solution, you only need to open to the SharePoint 
Central Admonition web application -> SPARK Workflow -> Web Application Activation 
then activate the solution on the web application that has the issue. 
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Version 8.7.65.150 
The following is the improvements and fixes list for the above mentioned version: 

Type Description 

Improvement Remove User Permissions: This new This activity allows removing a specific 
user(s) or Group(s) permissions on a list item or a library file. 

 
Improvement New functions to get the user login name: A new functions have been added to 

the get a user login name: 
1- GetUserLoginNameByID(UserID): Returns the login name value 

of a user or group name by its ID. 
2- GetUserLoginNameByUserValue(SPFieldUserValue): Returns the 

login name value of a user by its SharePoint Field User Value. 
Improvement A new property for Notification, Custom Request, Request Review and Request 

Approval activities: The “Uploaded By SPARK Forms after [ms]” property has been 
added to the Notification, Custom Request, Request Review and Request Approval 
activities settings properties. 
Select this option and set the delay interval in (ms) if you are uploading 
attachments to this list items using SPARK Forms Builder, to ensure that all 
attachments are completely uploaded before the event receiver starts the 
workflow. The default delay interval value is 3000ms = 3 seconds. You will 
experience a slight delay in executing this activity when this option is selected. 

Improvement Item Permissions Activity new property: The “TagName” property sets the 
filtered tag name of the XML scheme. 

Improvement Web Service Activity new property: The “Occurrence” property specifies the 
occurrence behavior of this activity. You can choose to execute this activity on the 
first list item/file that matches the locator criteria or on all matches. 

Improvement Lazy Approval error message: Enhancements have been applied on the Lazy 
Approval error messages based on users experience and feedback. 

Improvement Improvement on CAML Query and For Each activities: Lookup column can now 
be retrieved as [ID], [Display Text] and [Complex] Value. 
PeoplePicker column can now be retrieved as [ID], [Display Name] and [Login 
Name] value. 

Improvement Improvement on Create Item and Update Item activities: UI/UX enhancement on 
how to add columns to create and update in the activities settings dialog. 

Improvement A new Workflow Context: This “Workflow Instance Tracking URL” has been added 
to the workflow context group. This new context returns the full URL of the 
workflow instance tracking page. 
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Improvement Lazy Approval now supports the Reminder and Escalation features: The Lazy 
Approval feature is now supports the Reminder and Escalation features in the 
Request Review, Request Approval and Custom Request activities. 

Improvement Improvement on the Delegation feature: 
The delegation message can be now customized in Email Settings of SPARK 
Workflow Central Administration section. 

 
Fix An issue has been identified when setting a database name in SPARK Workflow 

configuration page on the central administration web application, if the database 
name has dash “-“ in it. 

Fix An issue has been identified when activating the Timeout feature on Request 
Review/Request Approval and Custom Request activities if the Escalation and/or 
the Reminder feature was activated as well. 

Fix An issue has been identified when opening the Auto-Tasks Delegate Page on 
SharePoint 2019 as the page opens in a new browser tab and the close button 
don’t responds when clicked. 

Fix An issue has been identified on the workflow canvas when customizing the SP 
site’s theme.  

Fix An issue has been identified when activating SPARK Workflow Initiation Form 
from the workflow settings but the form did not publish for any reason. 

Fix An issue has been identified when storing the item ID in a workflow variable using 
the Copy Item, Update Item and Move Item activities if the Current Item property 
was checked on. 
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Fix An issue has been identified when creating a workflow on the default-created 
document library as the internal name of this document is “Shared Document” 
and does not match its display name. 

Fix An issue has been identified when enable/disable the Lazy Approval feature 
several times on the SharePoint Central Administration web application. The 
feature was registered several times in the SharePoint due to an issue in MS core 
system and caused instability in Lazy Approval feature process. 

Fix An issue has been identified when using Create Item activity on a document 
library. The newly created document file was saved as “dotx” file extension and 
not as “docx”. 

Fix An issue has been identified when activating the Timeout feature on Custom 
Request, Request Review and Request Approval activities if the Escalation or the 
Reminder feature was not activated as well. The Timeout feature did not store its 
configuration data in the workflow database. 

Fix An issue has been identified when configuring the Timeout feature in a Custom 
Request, Request Review and Request Approval activities. The property “Timeout 
Action” keeps revert back to the option “Right: Approved” each time the feature 
settings dialog is opened. 

Fix An issue has been identified in the following activities: 
Check In Item, Check Out Item, Copy Attachments, Copy Item, Delete Item, 
Discard Check Out Item, Item Attachments, Item Permissions, Move Item, Field 
Versions, Remove User Permissions, Set Approval Status, Start Workflow, Update 
Item, Wait For, Document Unlock and Word to PDF activities, when using a lookup 
column in the retrieving condition criteria . 

Fix Several reported issues with SPARK Custom Task Forms: 
1- If you clicked on SPARK Tasks Form button in a Custom Request, Request 

Review and Request Approval activities and closed the form canvas dialog, 
a warning message show up about losing updated work. 

2- If the custom task form was not designed for a specific language and the 
user work on this language an error page show up when the user respond 
to an assigned task.  

3- A design issue has been identified in custom task form RTL languages UI. 

Fix Several reported issues in the activity box design in the canvas related to the new 
design. 
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Version 8.5.55.133 
The following is the improvements and fixes list for the above mentioned version: 

Type Description 

Improvement Major Enhancement on workflow canvas, activities shapes and ribbon modern 
design:  SPARK Workflow has now a new modern design. The new design should 
make creating and designing workflows easier. The new look is reflected on the 
workflow canvas, activities shapes and pages ribbon.  

 
Improvement Task Timeout Feature: A new feature has been added to the Request Review, 

Request Approval and Custom Request activities. The Task Timeout feature will 
take an action on behalf of the “assigned to” user in case no action has been 
taken within the required period. The timeout action can be taken by the 
administrator or any assigned user automatically without the need to have any 
user interaction. 

Improvement Folder Operations Activity: This new activity performs various operations on a 
SharePoint folder such as Create Folder, Delete Folder, Rename Folder, Copy 
Folder Items, Move Folder Items, Update Folder Items and Delete Folder Items. 

Improvement Create AD User Activity: This new activity allows creating a new Active Directory 
user in the specified LDAP location. 

Improvement Decommission AD User Activity: This new activity allows deleting or 

disabling a user from an Active Directory store. 

Improvement Update AD User Activity: This new activity allows updating the properties of an 
Active Directory user account. 

Improvement Create AD Group Activity: This new activity allows creating an Active Directory 
group in the specified LDAP location. 

Improvement Delete AD Group Activity: This new activity allows deleting an Active Directory 

group in the specified LDAP location. 
Improvement Add AD User To AD Group Activity: This new activity allows adding an Active 

Directory User to an Active Directory group. 

Improvement Remove AD User from AD Group Activity: This new activity allows removing an 
Active Directory User from an Active Directory group. 

Improvement Improvement on several activities: 
The following activities are now able to lookup items/file in folder and sub folders 
reclusively. [Word to PDF, Update Item, Move Item, Item Attachments, For Each, 
Field Versions Values, Discard Check Out, Delete Item, Copy Item, Copy 
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Attachments, Check Out, Check In, CAML Query, Item Permissions]. 

Improvement Improvement on Start and End activities: 
The Built-in Start and End activities can now be configured to send notifications 
when workflow starts or ends without the need to add notification activities in the 
workflow. 

 

Improvement Improvement on StringSplitter() function: 
You can now use negative index numbers to get values from a split string in a 
reverse way. 

Improvement Improvement on “Set Approval Status/Check In/Check Out/Discard Check Out” 
Activities: 
A new current workflow context item has been added to the context list “Current 
You can now chose to set the approval status, Check in, Check Out or Discard 
Check Out for the current item that the workflow instance is running on or for any 
other item in the site. 

Fix An issue has been identified when selecting an item/file ID in the lookup query of 
the following activities [Copy Item, Move Item, Update Item, and Delete Item]. An 
error occurred if the ID is for an item or a file that’s saved in a folder or sub 
folders. 

Fix An issue has been identified when importing a workflow on an old saved and 
different workflow. The imported workflow affected the workflow base id number 
of the old one which lead to having a conflict in the saved workflows in the site. 

Fix An issue has been identified when trying to delete a Parallel Activity branch on old 
versions of SPARK Workflow. 

Fix When creating a new tasks list in the workflow settings page, the workflow selects 
the first task list instead of selecting the newly created task list which might 
confuses the designer in some cases..  

Fix An issue has been identified when using an HTML control in an initiation form. If 
the control editor is opened in the design canvas then closed it will close the 
entire form’s dialog. 

Fix An issue has been identified when saving and opening a workflow template if the 
template name / category contained a single quotation. 

Fix An issue has been identified when adding two or more State Machines activities in 
a workflow or when adding a Delay Until and State Machine activities in a 
workflow. An error occurred when publishing the workflow. 

Fix An issue has been identified when assigning tasks to an Active Directory Group. 
Members are one allowed to delegate tasks without being able to take any action. 
Also, an error occurred when enabling the “Create Separate Tasks..” property in 
the Request Review, Request Approval and Custom Request activities. 
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Version 7.5.50.125 
The following is the improvements and fixes list for the above mentioned version: 

Type Description 

Improvement Major Enhancement on Start Workflow Activity:  You can now use this activity to 
start workflow on a specific list item in any list on any site. 

Improvement Field Versions Values Activity: This new activity returns a field’s versions values as 
one concatenated string of plan text or HTML with separators, and store this 
string in a workflow variable. This activity is usually used with Multiline Text 
column type that has the append text property enabled. 

Improvement Enhancement on (fx) and Dialog UI an enhancements been made on the (fx) 
performance in the workflow and dialog UI/UX including search capabilities. 

Improvement Cut/Paste Activities: You can now cut and paste an activity in the workflow design 
using the activity quick launch menu. In case you cut a container activity like 
“Activities Set” all child activities will be cut and paste as well. 

Improvement Workflow Information: The Workflow Information is a new feature that been 
added to the Workflow History functionality. It will show many important 
information related to the current workflow instance and you can click on the 
“Show Workflow Logs Details” to show all activities running logs during the 
instance life cycle. 

Improvement Enhancement on Copy Attachments Activity: The Filename Suffix property has 
been added to the activity settings. This property allows you to specify a 

suffix for the file name to designate it differently from the original file 

name. The suffix can be a static value or a dynamic value that would 

change every time the a file is copied. 
Improvement Enhancement on Update Item/Delete Item/Move Item and Copy Item activities: 

A new property “Occurrence” has been added to these activities.  
Using this property, you can select to execute this activity on the first or all 
occurrences that been resulted through the activity’s “Where Query”.   

Improvement Enhancement on Request Approval/Request Review/Custom Request/ 
Notification activities: A new property “Include Current Item Attachments” has 
been added to these activities.  
Using this property, you can attach current item’s attachments to the request 
email messages 

Improvement A new workflow function has been added to the workflow (fx): 
NumberFormat function has been added to the fx functions list. 
This function consumes a numeric value and represent it as a number formatted 
text. Mostly used when working with currency values. 

Improvement A new workflow function has been added to the workflow (fx): 
NumberFormat function has been added to the fx functions list. 
This function consumes a numeric value and represent it as a number formatted 
text. Mostly used when working with currency values. 

Improvement (fx) autocomplete feature: 
The (fx) editor has now an autocomplete feature, which allow the designer to 
select from functions while typing the (fx) script. 

Improvement A new workflow context “Current File URL”: 
A new current workflow context item has been added to the context list “Current 
File URL).  This new workflow context returns the current file URL that the 
workflow instance is running on. This function allows users to open files directly 
from their email messages. (Applicable on a document library). 
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Fix An issue has been identified when using Copy Item and Move Item activities while 
unchecking the “Current Site” property. An error occurred when running a 
workflow instance with the following message “You cannot move from list to 
library!”. 

Fix An issue has been identified when using the following workflow activities [Set 
Column value, Set Workflow Status, Wait Column Update and Set Approval 
Status] after a Task related activity [Request Approval, Request Review and 
Custom Request] activities. 

Fix An issue has been identified when adding “Set Approval Status” activity in a Site 
Workflow. This activity cannot run on such type of workflows. 

Fix An issue has been identified when trying to use AD group or SP group in “Item 
Permissions” activity.  

Fix An issue has been identified when using the following activities: 
Copy Attachments, Copy Item, Move Item and Word to PDF. 
The issue occurred when trying to move/copy from a site collection to the root 
site collection of the SP web application. 

Fix An issue has been identified when saving and opening a workflow template if the 
template name / category contained a single quotation. 

Fix An issue has been identified when running CAML Query Activity after upgrading to 
the previous release. “Object reference not set to an instance of an object”. 

Fix An issue has been identified when using a lookup column in a word document 
using the Document Generation activity. The column didn’t contain any data and 
logged the following error in the workflow history logs “"Error:{Length cannot be 
less than zero. Parameter name: length}”. 

Fix An issue has been identified when including a space in the List, Image, HTML 
section and Signature names of the Document Generation activity. 

Fix An issue has been identified when using a plan multiline text column in a word 
document using Document generation activity and this plan text had an RTL text 
within. 

Fix An issue has been identified when using a DateTime column value in an 
Arabic/Hebrew primary language sites. 

Fix An issue has been identified when using a Web Service Call Activity having a none-
Unicode character set in the call body request. 
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Version 7.1.40.110  
The following is the improvements and fixes list for the above mentioned version: 

Type Description 

Improvement Run with elevated privileges for Workflow: Now you can run your entire 
workflow with elevated privileges. The workflow initiator’s user context will be 
impersonated as a farm service account or system administrator account. In this 
case, the workflow will have full permissions over sites, lists, libraries and their 
items, even if the initiator doesn’t have any permission.   

Improvement Run with elevated privileges for activities: Now you can run the following 
workflow activities with elevated privileges. The workflow initiator’s user context 
will be impersonated as a farm service account or system administrator account. 
In this case, these activities will have full permissions over sites, lists, libraries and 
their items, even if the initiator doesn’t have any permission.  
This new features is available on the following activities: 
Create Item 
Delete Item 
Copy Item 
Update Item 
Move Item 
Check In Item 
Check Out Item 
Discard Check Out 
Copy Attachments 
Item Attachments 
Word To PDF 
Document Generation 
Terminate Workflow 

Improvement Major Enhancement on Document Generation Activity: Signatures section 
feature is now available. The user will be able to include e-signatures “Saved by 
SPARK Forms Builder e-signature controls” in the activity and have them fully 
populated in the word document when the workflow run. 
This feature works for both encrypted and none-encrypted signatures. 
Note: Security checks apply when creating the document to prevent signature 
hacking and fraud. 

Improvement Conditional Start on Item Creation: The workflow designer can now configure the 
workflow to start when an existing item is created based on a specific condition. 
The condition can be built visually using the condition builder dialog. Using this 
builder, the designer can build a simple or combined condition criteria based on 
columns and workflows variables static/dynamic values. SharePoint will run the 
workflow when the item is created and the condition is met. 

Improvement Store Copied, moved and updated Item/File ID: You can store the copied, moved 
or updated item/file ID in a workflow variable once the operation is completed 
using the following activities: Create Item, Move Item and Update Item. 

Improvement CAML Query, For Each  and Document Generation activities can now work with 
other sites: CAML Query and Document Generation can now be applied on other 
sites’ lists and libraries than the current one in the workflow design.  

Improvement Enhancements on CAML Query Builder: CAML Query Builder tool can now stores 
your configurations the way you have configured it, when you saved and 
executing the resulted query the first time. Which, allows you to get back to your 
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settings in the tools whenever you want and update these setting and re-apply 
this update without the need to create them from scratch every time you open 
this tool.  

Fix An issue has been identified when activating SPARK Workflow on the Central 
Administration web application “The List "_SPARKWF_" doesn't exist”. 

Fix An issue has been identified when using the filter on SPARK Workflow Tasks 
Dashboard web part, the items count value did not change based on filter results. 
This issue occurred when using quick and advanced filters. 

Fix An issue has been identified after the user delegate a task, the task actions pages 
redirect the user to an access denied page. This issue occurred when user have no 
permissions on the workflow history list. 

Fix An issue has been identified when trying to configure the “User Profile Activity” 
and this service is not running on the farm. The activity settings page encountered 
an error when loading. 

Fix An issue has been identified when having a SharePoint ADFS configured in the 
farm. The following error showed in workflow logs when sending email 
notifications “In invalid character was found in the mail header: ':'. Error while 
sending email” 
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Version 6.9.35.105 
The following is the improvements and fixes list for the above mentioned version: 

Type Description 

Improvement Save Workflow as Snippet: You can save parts of the workflow as snippets and 
use these snippets in other workflows easily by dragging and dropping them at 
the desired place within the workflow structure. In addition, you can use the 
“Activities Set” activity to save its sub-activities as a snippet too. 

Improvement Save Workflow as Template: You can save the workflow design as a template; 
this template can be imported and used on other lists, libraries or sites and 
published on them. 

Improvement Major Enhancements on Document Generation Activity: The following features 
have been added to SPARK Document Generation Activity: 

 Use a workflow variable of type collection to be presented as a list in the 
word document. The list can be presented as a regular one, bulleted or 
numbered.  

 HTML section feature is now available. The user will be able to create a 
dynamic HTML template in the activity and have it fully populated in the 
word document when the workflow run. 

 Supports RTL languages. 

Improvement Major Enhancements the workflow designer canvas:  
The following enhancements have been applied on the workflow designer canvas: 

 Interactive way of dragging and dropping the activities on the workflow 
structure/path.  

 Clear activities dragged shadow icons to minimize the failed drag/drop 
attempts. 

 Activities can be added into the workflow from the workflow path node 
by clicking on it, selecting “Insert Activity”, then selecting the desired 
activity. 

 Manage SPARK Workflows Button is now available at the top ribbon of the 
workflow designer canvas to easily open the current list or site workflows 
manager page without to have to perform several clicks to reach it as it 
was before this release. 

Improvement Conditional Start on Item Update: The workflow designer can now configure the 
workflow to start when an existing item is being updated based on a specific 
condition. The condition can be built visually using the condition builder dialog. 
Using this builder, the designer can build a simple or combined condition criteria 
based on columns and workflows variables static/dynamic values. SharePoint will 
run the workflow when the item is updated and the condition is met. 

Improvement Custom Task Actions Form: The workflow designer can now create and customize 
the default SPARK Workflow task actions page using SPARK Forms Builder in a few 
minutes. He/She can remove and add controls from the tasks list to the task from, 
redesign it, set validation and action rules, control how the outcomes would 
display to users and even create a multi-lingual form interfaces that will display to 
the user based on his/her preferred browser settings or user profile language.  

Improvement SPARK Workflow API: Developers can now use SPARK Workflow APIs to connect 
to workflows created by SPARK Workflows, manage them, take actions for the 
different types of tasks, delegate tasks and get information about pending tasks. 
For more information about these API you can download SPARK Workflow API 
Technical Manual. 

https://www.sparknit.com/download/SPARK%20Workflow%20API%20Technical%20Manual.pdf
https://www.sparknit.com/download/SPARK%20Workflow%20API%20Technical%20Manual.pdf
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Improvement If Else Condition Activity: A new activity is now available to allow adding nested 
conditional functionality to the workflow. The new activity helps the designer to 
create an IF/Else/Else IF logical conditional routing mechanism of the workflow. 

Improvement Run If Condition: This new activity will run all its sub-activities if the condition is 
met, if not then the workflow will skip it. 

Improvement Set Approval Status: This new activity will update the built-in SharePoint 

approval status of the current item. 

Improvement Enhancement on the Web Service Call Activity: The workflow designer can now 

use the Secure Store ID to authenticate the web calls generated by Web Service 

Call Activity. 

Improvement Enhancements on SPARK Workflow task actions page: A great enhancements 
have been applied on SPARK Workflow Task Actions default pages, a new design 
has been applied, all buttons are now located at the top ribbon of these pages 
with a new look and feel layout, in addition; these pages can be shown as a popup 
dialogs in a sleek design. 

Improvement Enhancements on SPARK Task Dashboard Web Part:  
The Option “Only My Pending Tasks” is now working on tasks that have the 
“Assigned To” field having the current logged in user account or a group, which 
the user is a member in it. 

Improvement Related Item Link: The “Related Item” link has been added to the default SPARK 
Workflow task actions page. 

Improvement A new workflow contexts have been added to the tasks (fx): 
These functions appear when selecting the (fx) of the task notification email body, 
in order to provide a direct link in the notification email for the user to open 
SPARK action page directly. 

 Approval Task URL: Returns the URL of SPARK Task Approval Page. 

 Review Task URL: Returns the URL of SPARK Task Review Page. 

 Custom Task URL: Returns the URL of SPARK Custom Task Action Page. 

 LastTaskRespondentEmail: Returns the email of the user who last 
responded to a task in the current running workflow. 

Improvement A new workflow functions have been added to the workflow (fx): 

 AddMinutes: To add minutes to a particular date/time. 

 AddHours: To add hours to a particular date/time. 

 AddYears: To add days to a particular date/time. 

 ToUniversalTime: Convert the date time value to a universal date time 
value. 

 GetLoginUserByEmail: Get the user login by its email address. 

 EmbedImage: Embed Image file in the email body. 
Improvement Enhancements on the workflow importing and exporting functionalities: 

Exported workflow files will now have a checksum code to allow importing them 
in safe and consistent manner. The importing process will check all the aspects of 
the workflow exported file, including its Source SharePoint farm dependencies 
such as: List name, GUID, Column names, internal names and GUIDs. It will also 
show the user an importing process results report/log to be able to detect any 
issues that the imported workflow would have when running on the new 
imported site or environment. 

Improvement Embed pictures in the email body: The designer will now be able to embed 
pictures in the email body in the Notification, Request Approval, Request Review 
and Custom Request activities emails templates. This way the picture stream will 
be embedded in the email body and will be displayed for the recipient even 
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without having to be authenticated to access SharePoint resources as required in 
the old fashion way of providing pictures URL in the email body. 

Improvement SPARK Workflow will prevent you from deleting a workflow variable if this variable 
is used in the workflow activities. 

Improvement The following workflow task contexts have been added to SPARK Workflow: 
1- Approval Task URL: Returns the URL of SPARK Approval task page in the 

workflow task’s notification email body. 
2- Review Task URL: Returns the URL of SPARK Review task page in the 

workflow task’s notification email body.  
3- Custom Task URL: Returns the URL of SPARK Custom task page in the 

workflow task’s notification email body. 

Improvement Email sender display name: This new feature allows the designer to specify the 
display name of the workflow emails notifications sender, the default display 
name will be set as the site title, and the designer can change it to anything 
he/she wants. The display name will be shown as the sender name on all 
workflow notifications emails, unless the designer specifies the “From” field on 
the request or the notification activity. 

Fix An issue has been identified when there is a Request Approval Activity after a 
Document Generation Activity in the workflow structure; the workflow generated 
an unknown error message. 

Fix An issue has been identified on the workflow-tracking page, the user was able to 
open the activity settings dialog on the tracking page which is for viewing only. 

Fix An issue has been identified in the Document Generation Activity; the designer 
was able to create multiple records of tables and pictures having the same records 
names which caused an issue in generating the documents at runtime. The 
activity settings dialog is now preventing duplicate names of tables, pictures and 
even HTML sections. 

Fix An issue has been identified on the Document Generation Activity, an “Object 
Reference” error logs in the workflow history log at runtime when using this 
activity in If Condition or Switch Activities. 

Fix An issue has been identified when using START Workflow Activity to start a 
workflow that been updated the activity is keep starting the old instance of the 
workflow. 

Fix An issue has been identified when using SPARK Document Generation Activity in 
sub sites, the generated document URL was not correctly structured. 

Fix An issue has been identified when using Delay Until Activity with dynamic value 
from a DateTime list column, and this column is configured to have a date and 
time value. 

Fix 
 

An issue has been identified in the Request Approval, Request Review and Custom 
Request activities reminder and escalation functionalities, these features stop 
working if the workflow has been published on a sub site. 

Fix An issue has been identified in the LazyApproval settings page on the Central 
Administration web application. The Settings page encountered a security issues 
accessing the configuration data in multi-tiers SharePoint farm structure. 

Fix An issue has been identified in the LazyApproval feature when opening Request 
Approval, Request Review and Custom Request activities settings dialog and the 
this feature is not enabled in a multi-tier SharePoint farm, an error occurred while 
trying to access the LazyApproval Database settings table. 

Fix An issue has been identified in the functions (fx) tab of the workflow email body; 
this tab is not showing anything if the LazyApproval feature is not enabled.  

Fix An issue has been identified when clicking Undo/Redo buttons while the 
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container activities are collapsed. 

Fix An issue has been identified when activating SPARK Workflow on a site for the 
first time while the workflow has a list named Workflows, as this name is reserved 
for SharePoint system workflows list which store workflows definitions in it. 

Fix An issue has been identified when working with Set Workflow Variable Activity as 
it doesn’t set a value for a variable of type List Item ID.  

Fix An issue has been identified when using the If Condition Activity and using single 
type operator such as “Is Empty” in the condition section, as the “Value” field 
keeps showing in the condition section while it should be disappeared. 

Fix An issue has been identified when using an email account in the Request 
Approval, Request Review, Custom Request and Item Permissions Activities 
instead of using the user account itself.  

Fix An issue has been identified when working with Request Approval, Request 
Review and Custom Request activities on a site workflow. 

Fix An issue has been identified when working with LazyApproval feature on Request 
Approval Activity if the approval option was selected to be “All Must Approve” or 
“First Response Applies”. 

Fix An issue has been identified when delegating tasks in a site workflow, because no 
related item is available. 

Fix An issue has been identified when adding value to a workflow variable of type 
collection using Collection Operations Activity, if there is no data in this variable 
the operation fails with an error in the history log. 
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Version 5.9.25.85 
The following is the improvements and fixes list for the above mentioned version: 

Type Description 

Improvement Major Enhancements on Approval, Review and custom processes:  
Major enhancements have been applied on Request Approval, Request Review 
and Custom Request activities processes mechanism; they are now more stable, 
agile and responsive. The escalation and reminder features have now an 
independent and faster timer job that processes them independently from the 
main SharePoint Workflow timer job, which means more flexibility in processing 
the escalation and reminder requests without affecting the SharePoint 
performance or being affected by the default timer job cycle period. In order to 
apply these enhancements on your current workflows you need to publish these 
workflows again. 

Improvement Document Generation Activity: A new activity is now available to enable the 
workflow designer to create custom documents in Word, Excel, PowerPoint or 
PDF with data dynamically merged from tagged templates stored in SharePoint. 
This activity needs SPARK Document Tagger (Office add-in) to be installed on your 
office applications; the installation process runs aromatically once you open any 
document template for tagging. This activity depends on SharePoint Word 
Automation services; it must be configured on your farm in order to have it 
working on workflow. 

Improvement Declare Record Activity: A new activity is now available to allow the user declare 
current item/file as a record. In order to allow the activity to work properly, you 
need to make sure that your SharePoint farm license does support declaring 
records feature, and that the “In Place Records Managements” feature is 
activated on your site, otherwise this feature will fail to run. 

Improvement UnDeclare Record Activity: A new activity is now available to allow the user 
undeclare current item/file as a record. In order to allow the activity to work 
properly, you need to make sure that your SharePoint farm license does support 
declaring records feature, and that the “In Place Records Managements” feature 
is activated on your site, otherwise this feature will fail to run. 

Improvement Word To PDF Activity: A new activity is now available to allow the user creating a 
workflow process to convert word documents in documents libraries to PDF 
format documents. In order to allow the activity to generate PDF files, you need 
to make sure that SharePoint Word Automation service is configured and started 
on the farm. 

Improvement Capture Document Set Version: A new activity is now available to allow saving a 
version of the current properties and documents in a document set. 
In order to allow the activity to work properly, you need to enable versioning on 
the document library (Major and/or Minor) depending on you selection, 
otherwise this activity will fail to run. 

Improvement Set Document Set Approval Status: A new activity is now available to allow 
updating the built-in SharePoint approval status of the document set. 
In order to allow the activity to work properly, you need to enable the Content 
Approval property in versioning settings of the document library; otherwise, this 
activity will fail to run. 

Improvement Send Document Set To Repository: A new activity is now available to allow 
specifying the method and repository or records center for sending a document 

set. 
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In order to allow the activity to work properly, the Content Organizer site feature 

must be enabled on the SharePoint site to allow defining rules and sending 

documents; otherwise, this activity will fail to run. 

Improvement SPARK LazyApproval Feature: The LazyApproval feature of SPARK Workflow 
enables taking decision/action for assigned tasks such as approvals or rejections, 
when the approver replies to the notification email by clicking on the respond 
email link generated by the feature in the email body. The link generates a reply 
email’s subject, which is recognized and interpreted by the system and affect that 
particular task in the workflow. 
The LazyApproval feature is not automatically enabled at the time of deployment; 
it has to be manually enabled. Please refer to the Managing LazyApproval 
settings. 

Improvement Major Enhancement on SPARK Task Dashboard Web Part  
The following features have added to SPARK Task Dashboard web part: 

 Sorting & Paging 

 Advanced Filter 

 Support Multilingual UI (English, Spanish, Dutch, French, Arabic, Hebrew) 

 Custom columns view 

 Set a specific site to get tasks from 

Improvement Enhancements on SPARK Workflow Online Help: The online help has now an 
internal search engine to enable the user and the designer to search for any topic 
and find related contents fast. 

Improvement A new context functions have been added to the tasks (fx): 
These functions appear when selecting the (fx) of the task notification email body, 
in order to provide a direct link in the notification email for the user to open 
SPARK action page directly. 

 Approval Task URL: Returns the URL of SPARK Task Approval Page. 

 Review Task URL: Returns the URL of SPARK Task Review Page. 

 Custom Task URL: Returns the URL of SPARK Custom Task Action Page. 

Improvement Enhancements on the Copy Item and Move Item activities: These activities are 
now able to copy the last 5 versions or move all version when executed. 

Improvement The user will be able to choose the execution type (Parallel or Sequence) of 
Request Approval, Request Review and Custom Request activities. 

Improvement When selecting a PeoplePicker list column in the condition part of the activity 
settings “Where section” the value field will change to PeaoplePicker control in 
order to allow the user to select the value from. This enhancement have been 
applied on the following activities: 

 Copy Attachments 

 Copy Item 

 Delete Item 

 Discard Check Out 

 Item Attachments 

 Item Permission  

 Move Item 

 Update Item 

 Check in Item 

 Check out Item 

Fix An issue has been identified in the Request Approval, Request Review and custom 
request when the “Assigned To” field is set to be a dynamic value, and the 
dynamic value is a SP group, in this case the activity created a single task instead 
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of assigning multiple tasks for every member in the group.   

Fix An issue has been identified on the (fx) dialog “JS JSON error” when the list 
column name has a comma in it. 

Fix An issue has been identified in Create, Update and Delete Item activities, if there 
is no default web application “SharePoint – 80” in the farm. 

Fix An issue has been identified on the PeoplePicker control in all activities settings 
dialogs, as if there is a user name that has a comma in it then that user does not 
appear in the PeoplePicker search, and cannot be selected. 

Fix An issue has been identified when publishing a workflow on a sub-site, if this 
workflow has a Request Approval, Request Review or custom request activity, it 
was creating “SPARKWFComment” filed three times on the site columns and keep 
adding “SPARKOutcomes” column to the site columns each times it publishes the 

workflow. 

Fix An issue has been identified when using nested “StringSplitter()” functions 

“Error:{Index was outside the bounds of the array}. 
Fix An issue has been identified on SPARK Workflow Scheduler feature, when 

specifying a date for the “End Schedule” property, the date appeared to not being 
saved. 

Fix 
 

An issue has been identified on SPARK Workflow Scheduler feature, when having 
it activated on multiple web applications a database conflict happened when the 
timer ran the scheduler code. 

Fix An issue has been identified when a task notification was sent to a domain 
security group; the message sending code encountered an internal error. 

Fix An issue has been identified when using Update Item, Set Column Value, Move 
Item or Delete Item activity, on a document in a document library, while a user is 
opening the document. The following error occurred “the file is being locked by 
user”. We have applied a waiting technique to wait for the document until it is 
released “Checked out”, the activity will resume working after the timer 
reactivate the paused activity in 5 – 10 minutes. 

Fix An issue has been identified when changing the custom status name of the 
workflow in the workflow settings, as it did not reflect when ruining the workflow. 
We have changed the way custom workflow status can be managed, as you can 
add a new custom status but you cannot delete or update it after publishing the 
workflow in order to protect the workflow internal xml definition.  

Fix An issue has been identified when using insert link button from the top ribbon of 
the email rich text editor. 

Fix An issue has been identified when using Update Item, Copy Item, Copy 
Attachment or Move Item activity while selecting current item and current site, if 
the list/library name is different from the internal list “URL” name. 
i.e. “Documents”  “Shared%20Documents”. 

Fix An issue has been identified when adding a workflow description to the workflow 
where the description contained a single quote. This affected the JSON string of 
the workflow settings and produced a JS error that prevented displaying the 
workflow design.  

Fix An issue has been identified when enabling the “Keep the following number of 
major versions” option in the library versions settings, on SPARK Workflows 
settings library, which stores the workflows design templates and their versions. 
The workflow history feature starts produces an “Object Reference” error as the 
old published versions are being every time the designer publishes the workflow, 
while SPARKWFDB Database stays pointing to a non-existing versions of the 
template. 
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Fix An issue has been identified when sending a cancellation message to SP group.  

Fix An issue has been identified when assigning the users property in Item 
Permissions activity to a dynamic value (fx) which reads from multi-people picker 
column, the value of the (fx) returns nothing in this case, and leads to not 
assigning permission in a proper way. 
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Version 4.9.20.70 
The following is the improvements and fixes list for the above mentioned version: 

Type Description 

Improvement “Activities Set” Activity has been added to the activities toolbox. This activity acts 

as container which handles a set of activities that can be expanded or collapsed for 

easier navigation of the workflow design. 
Improvement Item Attachments Activity has been added to the activities toolbox. This activity 

allows the workflow to add/delete attachments to/from a specified list item. 

Improvement Copy Attachments Activity has been added to the activities toolbox. This activity 
allows copying specified item attachments to a target document library. 

Improvement PowerShell Script Activity has been added to the activities toolbox. This activity 
allows executing PowerShell script and stores the result in a workflow variable. 

Improvement Create List Activity has been added to the activities toolbox. This activity allows 
creating lists on current or other sites and site collections using SharePoint built in 
templates and custom list templates as well. 

Improvement Create Site Activity has been added to the activities toolbox. This activity allows 
creating subsites on current web application. 

Improvement Delete List Activity has been added to the activities toolbox. This activity allows 
deleting lists on current site. 

Improvement Delete Site Activity has been added to the activities toolbox. This activity allows 
deleting sites on current web application. 

Improvement Undo & Redo features are now available in SPARK Workflow. These features allow 

you to undo and redo your actions on the workflow design while editing it.  
Improvement Major Enhancement on Copy, Move, Create, Update and Delete Items activities 

has been applied. These activities can now work on other sites and site collections 
rather than having them working on current site only, also you can Move and 
Copy items to folders rather than having them copied or moved to the libraries 
root path. 

Improvement Major Enhancement on Notification, Request Review, Request Approval and 
Custom Request activities has been applied. These activities can now send emails 
notifications having attachment files, the designer can set a dynamic path for 
these attachments to be attached dynamically at workflow runtime. 

Improvement Enhancements on the UI of the Manage List Workflow, Manage Site Workflow 
and Manage Reusable Workflow pages have been applied.  

Improved user interface, UX and new top ribbon along with enhancing the (fx) 
dialog UX and UI. 

Improvement Enhancements on the following activities to match any selected field in the 
activity settings page with the appropriate control type: 

 If Condition 

 While Loop 

 Create Item 

 Update Item 

 Update Item 

 Delete Item 

 Copy Item 

 Move Item 

 Set Column Value 

 Check In Item 

 Check Out Item 
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 Discard Check Out 

 Item Permissions 

 Set Workflow Variable. 

Improvement Enhancements on the email body rich editor have been applied.  

The hyperlink button at the top ribbon of the rich text editor of the email body 
has been customized and improved in order to build a dynamic email link in the 
email body instantly without the need to use the [fx] tools. 

Improvement Enhancement on the Create Item activity has been applied.  

The designer will be able to store the newly created item id in a workflow variable 
of type “integer” or “list item id”, to be used later on with other activities.  

Improvement Enhancement on the For Each activity has been applied.  

“Text Iteration” option feature has been added to the activity in order to iterate a 
specified text by a specified substring.  

Improvement Enhancement on the way of selecting workflow variables in the activities 

settings dialogs has been applied.  

The workflow dropdown fields will only show workflow variables that match the 
column type in which the variable will be used to pass the values to that column 
dynamically. For instance: if the column of type datetime then the dropdown will 
list only workflow variables of type datetime. 

Improvement Enhancements on SPARK Workflow Initiation form have been applied: 

1- Performance enhancement. 
2- A new property has been added to the workflow settings dialog “Create 

Custom Initiation Form” in order to speed up the creation process of the 
initiation form using SPARK Forms Builder. 

Improvement When saving collapsed or expanded workflow design structure it will reserve its 
saved state when loading it again. 

Improvement Enhancements have been applied on Workflow Scheduler in order to provide 
more details on a workflow when it fails to run. 
Enhancements on the scheduler performance and mechanism have been applied. 

Improvement SPARK Workflow canvas will prevent deleting any workflow variable still used in 
any activity in the workflow design; you need to remove the variable for all the 
activities that it was used in before deleting it. 

Improvement SPARK Workflow now supports setting hyperlink columns value with display title, 
the designer can set it statically using this format:  
http://URL, Display Title 
or dynamically by using the new internal function SetHyperlinkColumnValue().  

Improvement The following operators have been added to the operators list in the CAML Query 
Builder (IN, Include, notInclude). 

Fix An issue has been identified in the LDAP Query activity regarding the path 
property when setting it using IE browser.   

Fix An issue has been identified on Request Review/Approval and Custom activities, 
the field validation criteria on certain fields of sections (Notification, Cancellation, 
Reminder and Escalation) were not applied. 

Fix An issue has been identified when using custom request activity, the issue was 
when navigating between the different sections of the activity settings dialog. 

Fix An issue has been identified when setting a different name of the workflow 
before publishing while it was previously saved with another name. 

Fix An issue has been identified when using Delete Item activity if the selected 
validation filed was of type datetime.. 

Fix An issue has been identified when using the LDAP Query activity, the LDAP tree 
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view produced an issue in some cases when trying to populate LDAP structure. 

Fix An issue has been identified when using LDAP Query activity which has a query 
ends with “New Line”. 
 

Fix 
 

An issue has been identified when using Switch, Custom Request and State 
Machine activities, as when adding a duplicate switch, action or state branch, the 
branches design gets mixed and will not represents the actual number of values 
that been set in the activity settings. 

Fix An issue has been identified when having an item value, context value or a 
function value inside another function if the returned nested dynamic data have 
comma within, for example:  
in the function $func-StringSplitter($WFItemFields(Title),"#",1) 
If $WFItemFields(Title) returns a comma from within returned data then the 
function will throw an error. 

Fix An issue has been identified when deleting a Parallel activity branch. 

Fix An issue has been identified when copying and pasting a “Custom Request” 
activity, and error produced when publishing the workflow because of duplicate 
internal variables. 

Fix An issue has been identified when using Delete Item, Move Item, Copy Item Check 
Out Item and Check In Item activities, as when selecting the list in the activity 
settings the columns dropdown field doesn’t populate. 

Fix An issue has been identified in the datetime filed in the workflow activities 
settings dialogs when the web application doesn’t have a created site collection at 
the root site of that web application. The calendar dialog doesn’t show up at all 
and produces and JavaScript error. 

Fix An issue has been identified on the Update Item activity settings page, when 
selecting a list and populating its columns then selecting current list again, it 
doesn’t populate current list columns dropdown. 

Fix An issue has been identified when creating dynamic link on email message body 
then open the message html source, the editor adds 
"/_layouts/15/SPARKWorkflow/ActivitiesSettings/" link in the body source.  

Fix An issue has been identified when using a workflow variable of type collection 
having integers data within with the “For Each” activity, as any error occurred in 
the workflow at runtime for casting integer to string. 

Fix An issue has been identified when using a workflow variable of type Boolean 
having an initial value set to be used in the workflow initiation form. 

Version 3.5.10.50 
The following is the improvements and fixes list for the above mentioned version: 

Type Description 

Improvement Collection Operations Activity has been added to the activities toolbox. This 

activity allows to applying operations directly to values in a workflow variable of 

type collection. These operations are: 
 

 Add: Add a new item to the collection with the value specified in the 
"Value" field.  

 Remove: Remove the item from the collection at the specified index. 

 Count: Retrieve the number of items in the collection.  

 Get: Retrieve a value at a specified index. 
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 Exists: Returns a True / False value; the result of the comparison 
operation of matching the specified value with a stored one in the 
collection. 

 Sort: Sorting the values in the collection. The sort direction can be set to 
(Ascending or Descending). 

 Pop: Retrieve the value at the end position of the collection. After this 
operation, the retrieved item will no longer exist in the collection variable 
therefore the collection will be one item shorter. 

 Join: Concatenate all values in the collection into a single string. Each 
value is separated by the specified Delimiter value. 

 Clear: Remove all the items from the collection. 

 Remove Duplicates: Remove any duplicate occurrence of an item in the 
collection and leave only one instance of each value. 

 Remove by value: Remove all items from the collection that equal the 
specified value. 

Improvement Math Operations Activity has been added to the activities toolbox. This activity 
allows the workflow to perform basic calculations at runtime to be used in other 
activities in the workflow.  
The available mathematical operations are: Plus, Minus, Multiply by, 

Divided by or Mod. 

Improvement Site and List Items Workflow Scheduler feature is now available in SPARK 
Workflow. This feature allows you to run Site and List Items Workflows 

automatically at a specific “configured” date and time.  
Improvement Tasks Dashboard Web Part feature is now available in SPARK Workflow.  

SPARK Tasks Dashboard Web Part is used to display a list of pending workflow 

tasks from the current site as follows: 

1. Displays only pending workflow tasks that have been assigned to the user 

currently logged in. 

2. Displays all pending workflow tasks of all users to a user currently logged in and 

who is a member of a specific group. 

3. Displays all pending workflow tasks of all users to a user currently logged in. 

4. Displays all pending workflow tasks based on the organization hierarchy.  
Improvement Creating Initiation Form Using SPARK Forms Builder is now available in SPARK 

Workflow. 

Now you will be able to create workflow initiation form for SPARK Workflows by 
clicking on "SPARK Initiation Form" button in SPARK Workflow canvas top ribbon 
to open "SPARK Forms Builder-initiation Form". This button "SPARK Initiation 
Form" will be disabled in case the workflow is still not published or the SPARK 
Forms Builder is not installed and activated on the running site. In "SPARK Forms 
Builder-initiation Form" the designer can design the form that he/she wants to be 
opened when the workflow is started / initiated manually. 

Improvement Database Query Activity Enhancement has been applied. 

The activity is now able to retrieve multiple values from different columns in the 
external database from within same executing of that activity, these values can be 
stored in different workflow variables to be used with other activities in the 
workflow. 

Improvement getCalculatedFieldValue() Function has been added to SPARK Workflow built-in 
functions list. By using this function the developer will be able to extract the 
assigned calculated field value without having extra string parameters that returns 
with the query result. 

Improvement A new option has been included in the CAML Query Builder to select DateTime or 
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Date Only in the CAML Query. 

Fix An issue has been identified when publishing a workflow while logged in as a user 
with no full control privileges, if the workflow has Request Review Activity, 
Request Approval Activity or Custom Request Activity.   

Fix An issue has been identified when creating a workflow variable of type Radio 
Button and uses this variable as a parameter control in the initiation form. 

Fix An issue has been identified when using a Request for Review, Request Approval 
and Custom Request activities on a none-Latin language sites. 

Fix An issue has been identified on the Manage Workflow page on none-Latin 
language site. 

Fix An issue has been identified on workflow designer canvas page if used on RTL 
direction sites. 

Fix An issue has been identified when setting the “Assigned To” property of Send 
Email, Request Review, Request Approval and Custom Request to group. 

Fix An issue has been identified when creating a “For Each” activity, as its internal 
variable appears in the user defined custom variable dialog. 
 

Fix An issue has been identified when using (fx) functions and variable on IE browsers, 
as it appears that the browser inserts special characters and space in the 
selection. 

Fix An issue has been identified when copying and pasting variable from an activity 
property to another, as it allows copying variables with spaces and special 
characters, while it supposed to prevent adding them. 

Fix An issue has been identified when copying an activity with custom title and 
pasting it on the workflow, as the title doesn’t reflects as it supposed to. 

Fix An issue has been identified when copying and pasting a “For Each” activity, and 
error produced when publishing the workflow because of duplicate internal 
variables. 

Fix An issue has been identified when using CAML Query activity within workflow sub 
branches. 

Fix An issue has been identified when the designer uses the (fx) functions between 
double quotations. 

Fix An issue has been identified when deleting a complete Switch activity branch 
having another Switch activity. 

Fix An issue has been identified when disabling one of the Switch’s activity branches, 
as when disabling one branch the workflow will skip the entire switch activity and 
continue to the next one.  

Fix An issue has been identified when clicking on the “Create New Workflow” link 
from within the “Manage SPARK Workflow” page immediately after activating 
SPARK on a new site. 

Fix An issue has been identified when updating a preexisting workflow on a French 
default language site and trying to publishing a workflow again. 

Fix An issue has been identified when trying to delegate an “Assigned To” users who 
been created “Assigned the tasks” dynamically through the workflow. 

Fix An issue has been identified in the Date value if the assigned date was 12:00 PM, 
as the value was being converted to 24 instead. 

Version 2.9.7.30 
The following is the improvements and fixes list for the above mentioned version: 
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Type Description 

Improvement Web Service Call Activity has been added to the activities toolbox. This activity 

allows the workflow to call a REST or a SOAP Web Service. 
Improvement LDAP Query Activity has been added to the activities toolbox. This activity allows 

the workflow to read from a LDAP data source such as Microsoft Active Directory. 

Improvement User Profile Activity has been added to the activities toolbox. This activity allows 

the workflow to get or set data of a specific user/s from/to their SharePoint user 

profile service..  
Improvement User Defined Initiation Form feature is now available in SPARK Workflow. 

The workflow initiation form is a SharePoint page that opens each time a SPARK 

workflow is started manually. All workflow variables that have an option "Show on 

start" set to ON in the workflow variable settings page will be displayed in the 

initiation page when starting the workflow to allow entering variables values 

manually.  
Fix An issue has been identified when deleting a workflow in “Manage Workflow” 

page if this workflow was saved without being published. 

Fix An issue has been identified when publishing a workflow having “Request 
Review”, “Request approval” or “Custom Request” activity, and this activity has a 
dynamic function (fx) in its “Assigned to” property and the “Create separate task 
for each member in the group” is checked. 

Fix An issue has been identified when try creating SPARK Workflow tracking database 
for multi-tier farm which is configured as a NTLM, this would produce a double 
hop issue. 

Fix An issue has been identified when using the escalation or reminder features with 
the “Request Approval” and “Custom Request” activities. 

Fix An issue has been identified when copy/paste a newly created activity. 

Fix An issue has been identified when using “Last Approval” function for an item 
having more than one task approved task. 

Fix An issue has been identified when using the following built-in context functions in 
the email message body of the activities: 
Last Approval Comments  
Last Task Respondent 
Last Task Respondent Display Name 
 
As these functions weren’t producing correct data because they were affected by 
html encoding. 

Version 2.5.6.20 
The following is the improvements and fixes list for the above mentioned version: 

Type Description 

Improvement Group Settings Activity has been added to the activities toolbox. This activity 
allows the designer creating and deleting SharePoint groups in addition to adding 
and removing members (SharePoint users) to/from a SharePoint groups. 

Improvement String Builder Activity has been added to the activities toolbox. This activity 
allows to performing basic string concatenations to be used with other workflow 
activities at runtime. 
 

Improvement Database Query Activity has been added to the activities toolbox. This activity 

allows the workflow to run a SQL statement or command and to include a dynamic 
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where clause. The returned results can be stored in workflow variables (single or 

collection types).  
Improvement XML Query Activity has been added to the activities toolbox. This activity allows 

the workflow to read from an XML data source. The returned results can be stored 

in workflow variables (single or collection types).  
Improvement Request Escalation Feature: has been added to “Request Review” “Request 

Approval” and “Custom Request” activities to escalate pending request tasks to a 
specific user after a specific amount of time has passed. 

Improvement Task Reminder Feature: has been added to “Request Review” “Request Approval” 
and “Custom Request” activities to optionally configure the reminders notification 
to be sent to each assignee that has not yet completed the task within a specific 
time period. 

Improvement StringSplitter() Function has been added to SPARK Workflow built-in functions 
list. By using this function the developer will be able to extract a portion of a string 
by simply defines the string delimiter and the split string index. This is very useful 
when you have a concatenated returned string from complex fields such as lookups 
and you need to extract only the display name or the selected item ID from that 
string. 

Fix An issue has been identified when adding a new Outcome to the “Custom 
Request” activity using IE browser and saving the settings without moving the 
cursor from the Outcome field, the new Outcome doesn’t save. 

Version 1.8.5.20 
The following is the improvements and fixes list for the above mentioned version: 

Type Description 

Improvement Delegate My Tasks feature have been added to SPARK Workflow. User can create 
an automated delegation instances for his/her workflow tasks using SPARK 
Workflow "My Tasks Delegation" feature. this feature is very important for users 
and employees when they have to be absent from work because of a vacation or 
travel, once the user creates a delegation instance, all tasks which will be assigned 
to him in the future will be automatically delegated to another user within the 
absent period specified in the instance, the user can specify if this delegation will 
be applied "Globally" on the entire farm or on a site level for tasks been assigned 
from within this site, or even on a list level, the user will be able to create multiple 
instances to delegate tasks to different uses. The Site Administrator can create a 
delegation instance from any user to any user in case the user is unable to do it. 

Improvement Central Tasks Management feature have been added to SPARK Workflow. This 
new feature allows Site's administrators to delegate or complete tasks on behalf 
of users. This is very important in case there are many workflows tasks stuck on a 
certain user account and that user is unable to access his account for any reason, 
administrators will be able to do a bulk delegations or complete an entire group of 
tasks with a click. 

Improvement Custom Request Activity has been added to the activities toolbox. This activity 
allows assigning a task to one or more user/group to request a specific outcome. 
The list of possible outcomes is determined by the person who designing the 
workflow. 

Improvement Switch Activity has been added to the activities toolbox. This activity checks if a 
value is equivalent to one of several case values in order to execute associated 
activities path that match the value obtained from the evaluation. 
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The switch value to be evaluated can by dynamic (Workflow Context, Workflow 
Variables, Item Fields, Functions or a static value). 
 

Improvement For Each Activity has been added to the activities toolbox. The For Each activity 

takes as an input an array (collection) of objects or CAML Query results array and 

repeats the set of activities within the loop for each object in the collection or query 

results. For example, if the input resulted a collection has five objects, the loop 

iterates five times. If the collection is empty, the loop does not iterate. There is no 

upper limit to the number of objects in the collection.  
Improvement Integration with SPARK Forms Builder: SPARK Workflow is now fully integrated 

with SPARK Forms Builder; together they become a powerful business process 
management tool when combining their capabilities. The user could create an 
approval process through SPARK Workflow and let form's users respond, delegate 
and track actions of the workflow from within the form itself. The user doesn't 
need to design anything, you could use readymade controls for responding and 
tracking workflow tasks without the need to write any code, just drag and drop 
them in your form and you are set to go in less than a minute. 

Fix An issue has been identified when Copying a state machine activity with its all 
sub-activities to another location on the workflow structure. 

Fix An issue has been identified in nested state machine structure. 

Fix An issue has been identified when trying to create a new task list in the workflow 
settings page, this error occurs when trying to save a different name for the new 
list than “Tasks”. 

Fix An issue has been identified when the designer creates branches for the state 
machine which their labels have whitespaces. 

Fix An issue has been identified when trying to complete an approval workflow while 
you have other running workflows instances for other items. 

Fix An issue has been identified when trying to save or update a static date for an 
item using Create Item or Update item activities. 

Fix An issue has been identified when creating a workflow variable having a 
whitespace. 

Fix An issue has been identified when having four or more parallel tasks for Request 
Approval or Request Review Activities and the workflow uses the “Not Required” 
feature to skip the rest of the tasks. 

Version 1.2.5.10 
The following is the improvements and fixes list for the above mentioned version: 

Type Description 

Improvement Enhancements on workflow performance have been applied, the workflow 
loading and responding time is now better. Several techniques and algorithms 
were developed and applied to SPARK Workflow in order to utilize browsers 
capabilities and machines resources to provide outstanding performance, user 
experience and highly responsive workflows. 

Improvement Enhancements on (fx) dynamic values feature have been applied. These 
enhancements will enable the designer to integrate the workflow with workflow 
context, item columns, internal functions and even special static values. The 
workflow will resolve these dynamic objects at runtime and produce a highly 
responsive and dynamic workflow results. 

Improvement The Ability to specify left and right labels has been applied; You can now change 
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the left and the right labels for the “Request for Approval” and “If Condition” 
activities on the workflow canvas, in order to provide more customized workflow 
view for your users when they track their workflow instances at runtime.  

Improvement The Ability to set the hyperlink display text on Email body feature has been 
applied; You can now set the display text of an (fx) hyperlink on Email body easily 
when selecting the dynamic context from the (fx) dialog. 

Improvement EmailBodyURL() Function has been added to SPARK Workflow built-in functions 
list. By using this function the developer will be able to set a dynamic hyperlink 
object on the Email body, the value could be any other dynamic workflow context 
value, item columns values or other built-in nested functions. 

Improvement IsGroupMember() Function has been added to SPARK Workflow built-in functions 
list. By using this function the developer will be able to check if a specific user is a 
member of a specific SharePoint group, this function is mainly used with the “IF 
Condition” activity as it returns a Boolean value which can be used to switch the 
path of the workflow based on it. 

Improvement The Designer will be able to change the location of an activity or group of activities 
by simply dragging and dropping them on workflow nodes. 

Fix An issue has been identified when placing a “Request for Approval” activity inside 
a while loop activity, as the path always switch to rejected despite the action 
taken by the user. 

Fix An issue has been identified when the designer creates multiple “Request for 
Approval” activities on different paths of a parallel activity and having the option 
of the request to be “All must approve”, the workflow hangs in the parallel 
activity and never proceeds outside to other activities even if all tasks become 
completed. 

Fix An issue has been identified when the designer uses “Request for Approval” and 
“Request for Review” activities, as the task cancellation messages is always sent 
to the user who takes the action. 

Fix An issue has been identified when the designer deletes a parenthesis of an 
internal function by mistake, as the workflow hangs and goes into infinite loop. 

Fix A JavaScript error occurs on IE browsers when closing an activity settings popup 
dialog. 

Fix A warning popup when clicking on the close button at the top ribbon of the 
workflow canvas after opening a published workflow on IE browsers though there 
are no changes being applied on the workflow design. 

Fix An issue has been identified when Importing a workflow which has been designed 
and exported from another farm/environment. 

Fix An issue has been identified when selecting workflow version 1.0 on the versions 
dialog on SharePoint 2016 edition of SPARK Workflow. 

Fix An empty selection appears on the workflow custom status dropdown list of a 
“Set Workflow Status” activity when editing it for a second time. 

Fix An issue has been identified when starting a workflow from a “Strat Workflow” 
activity, as all the default values of workflows variables are being reset. 

 


